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The Campaign against the Model West Germany 
has published three reports dealing with the 
repressive developments in West Germany:
Nr.1 Berufsverbote; Nr®;
Nr.3;How to
Dirty. And this is the four report 
have appeared in English and some in Greek and in 
Italian.
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without any investigation of the bodies at all, 
with the ter 
reflect

(6) The autopsy didn’t begin until late in the afternoon 
orning.

’’What Gudrun Ensslin hung herself 
inister for 

since, as of yet, nobody has entered

their cells with two pistols,one a 7*65 
mm caliber
entered Raspe’s cell at 7^1 AM with his breakfast 
read Bild newspaper:
fro
had spread a wool blanket infront of the window and 

Her bare feet dangled approx* 40 centi

press 
hei 
although

the bars in the 
of 
(7)

Irmgard Moller also attempted to take her life* She stabbed 
any times with a bread knife ••••• Baader and Raspe shot 

caliber and
The suicides were discovered as two "(8)

”8:02 - in panic, the prison guards 
Gudrun Ensslin - another frightful discovery:

morning of October l8, 1977 were 
full of news about the reported suicides of Jan Carl Raspe, Gudrun 
Ensslin and Andreas Baader and of the attempted suicide of Irmgard 
Moller•
suicides 
Die Welt

The evening television news brought more of the same*
- a signal for new terror?”

________ , one of the largest daily newspapers in West Germany; 
’’Hostages free - Suidides in Stammheim” (2) read the headlines in 
the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung; ’’Three Baader-Meinhof prisoners 
commit suicide” \3) appeared sprawled across the front page of the 
Westfalische Rundschau; and the version in the Westdeutsche Allge 
Zeitung was ’’Suicide: Baader, Raspe, Ensslin.” (4)

There was not one report about the deaths of these three
prisoners. The possibility that the cause of death could be one 
other than that of suicide was never suggested* The chances that 
thought could occur to someone to raise the question as to the cause 
of death were largely reduced in that all official reports, 
conferences, news reports etc. dealing with the events at Sta
always referred to the suicides as if this* were a proven fact,

edically
”In cases of hanging, suicide is often assumed too hastily 

it should be expressly pointed out, 
a suicidal death or non-suicidal death

determination of the cause of death without an autopsy is 
impossible
For that reason, it should be expressly pointed out, that an answer 
to the question, a suicidal death or non-suicidal death, isn’t 
possible in any case by observation alone.” (5) Gudrun Ensslin appar
ently died by hanging. Her lawyer, Otto Schily,,wws present at the 
initial inquest; as the cell door was opened, he saw only the feet 
of a body covered with a brown blanket hanging fro 
window
October l8 and went on until 5*00 o’clock the following 
An autopsy report has not appeared to this day (December, 1977)*

Nevertheless, the Frankfurter Rundschau reported on October 
’’Andreas Baader, Gudrun Ensslin and Jan Carl Raspe took their 

lives on Tuesday morning in their cells in the Stuttgart-Stammhei 
prison, 
herself
themselves in
the other a 9
prison guards
In the widely
open the cell
the terrorist
had hung herself behind it
meters over the floor.” (9) And this remark was to be found in the 
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitun
with is not yet certain, t Justice - Traugott Bender]

II

I!

explained the minister Qthe
j 9the cells since the discovery of the suicides.” (10)

Alone the fact that directly after discovery of the deaths, 
all reports dealt 

alone this fact should be reason enough to 
can lead to doubt.

suicide

II

’’Three
(l) reported the front page of

1)

SOME THINGS TO REFLECT. NO FINGERPRINTS

II

IIII

found neither on the pistols nor on the knife 
office explained that this was because the 
blood that traces could not be determined.”

’’Fingerprints were
The public prosecutor’s
weapons were ao full of
(ll) That was reported nine days after the discovery of the deaths. 
Nineteen days later came a new version. ’’Chief of the State Criminal 
Department and head of the investigation team for the events in 
Stammheim, Mr. Testor, confirmed reports that ’contrary to the first
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polished - still

THE WEAPONS
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etal detector; his 
etal clips on the soles, had to be removed before 

(19) Officials have addmitted to bugging

aader, Gudrun Ensslin and Jan Carl Raspe 
During 

record players and diverse electrical apparatus 
'• (13)

statements, no blood was found on Raspe’s pistol’ Textor attempted 
to explain the fact that no fingerprints were found on either of 
the weapons or on the kitchen knife that Irmgard Moller used for 
her suicide,
words: ’If the weapons had been polished with a cloth before the 
act, then no usable traces could have remained after only being used 
once.’” (12) 

No fingerprints - weapons full of blood* No blood* Weapons
no fingerprints*

according to official statements, with the following

Andreas Baader was removed 
his cell and placed in a new cell on September l4, 1977 (1^)ade by Bender QBinister Justice 

, the cells of the Baader-Meinhof 
ed ’practically daily’”*(l5) 

Spiegel reports that as the prison guards removed the 
Gudrun Ensslin’s cell, ’’exactly 

remained in the cell

this search, ’’radios
were removed fro
According to information in a letter from the Federal Ministry for 
Justice to the State Ministry for Justice,
fro
and "according to statements
for the State of Baden-Wurtemberg
prisoners in Stammhei
Nevertheless,
radio, TV and record player fro
that piece of cable on which the corpse hung,, the investigators discovered

in a hiding-place in the
Andreas Baader had a

(l6) But
it was re- 

1977! And the officers who carried out the ost

unnoticed ••••• In Irmgard Moller’s roo
headphones, in which cables were hidden,
wall under the wash basin on Friday last week
place in his record player with a holder for a pistol*” 
Andreas Baader didn’t have a record player in his cell;
oved on September 5.searches in the cells of the prisoners considered to be the 

dangerous terrorists in the entire country are supposed to have 
overlooked two revolvers and one knife? How could such a slip-ap 
have occurred to German authorities from the German administration 
which is otherwise world-wide renouned for its
on top of all that,
to confine five prisoners: Andreas Baader
Jan Carl Raspe,
May 8, 1976 at Stammhei
(who died in November, 
tions of isolation imprisonment) 
German

perfectionism? And 
this occurred in a prison specially designed 

, Gudrun Ensslin,
Ulrike Meinhof (who died in her prison cell on

- supposedly a suicide) and Holger Meins 
197^ in a hunger strike against the condi- 

, a prison which cost 10 
illion dollars).

t.the weapons get into the prisoners’ cells? The 
Andreas 1

Perhaps the lawyers smuggled the weapons to the prisoners.
’’One cannot exclude the possibility that a lawyer could have illegally 
given a prisoner objects during a visit” (17) explained Engler, 
director of the prison* ’’Before visiting the terrorists, the lawyers 
also have to be searched with a mei
their bags infront of the visitors’
a dictaphone in with them* The prisoners receive new clothes and 
underwear after they have been stripped naked, both before and after 
the conversations with their lawyers.” (l8) Otto Schily, Gudrun 
Ensslin’s lawyer, explained that the contents of his briefcase were 
removed by the authorities at the prison and all documents and 
dossiers were read* (That.
the information concerning the prisoner and the preparation for the 
trial.) He was searched both bodily and with a
shoes, which had
entering the visitors’ roo
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eans, that the authorities had read all
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of weapons to the four prisoners
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1977* If conversations were 
too? If the visits between 
not watched over television

"The Minister 
and 

reported to the press 
hei

visiting rooms for lawyers and their clients in prisons
of Justice for the State of Baden-Wiirtemberg, Traugott Bender, 
the Minister for Internal Affairs, Karl SchieB,
in Stuttgart, that conversations between the accused in the Sta 
RAF-trial and their lawyers were overheard in two cases over a short 
period of time." (20) That was in March,
overheard in March, why not in October,
lawyer and prisoner were overheard, why

eras, too?
Since September 6,

through the lawyers was
to have any contact whatsoever with their clients
the so-called Kontaktsperre - became law on October 2
the prisoners were cut off fro
no letters, no visitors, no newspapers, no radio
activities with other prisoners,
duced at the beginning of September

1977, smuggling 
made impossible as the lawyers were forbidden 

(This practice -
, 1977*) In fact,

n all contact outside of their cells - 
, no TV, no common 

since the "Kontaktsperre” was intro-
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as confirmed,

Great excitement was caused when a second door to the Baader- 
was "suddenly 

, 1977 (although Otto Schily has known of 
death of Ulrike Meinhof at Stammheim in 1975)* 
to the fire escape with doors to each floor, 
only be opened with a special key fro 
the inaide

could not Ire seen fro 
in which the security guards spent the night to

Meinhof prisoners in the seventh floor at Sta
discovered" on November 3
this door since the
"It concerns a door
which, however, can 
and not at all fro
7th floor,
can be switched off
hall, which also served as a common roo
observation roo
October l8 . " (21) Perhaps someone came through this door to smuggle 
the weapons into the prisoners’ cells* But who could have gotten hold 
of the special key and who could have turned off the alar
Perhaps a sympathizer or a lawyer or someone else
the prison*• • • • ?

u outside 
If this door should be opened to the 

then an alarm is set off, which, however, 
The door to the fire escape that opens into the

the

IIII

II
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(24) An attempt, however, is being made to 
ust have been 

by reports at well-timed intervals

, the hiding-places for the weapons have suppos- 
"The criminal police photographed where the 
Raspe’s pistol in a hole behind the skirting

In the meantime
edly been uncovered*
weapons were hidden:
boards without the handel coverings in order to make it smaller; 
Baader’s weapon, in his record player*" (22) "It remained unclear, 
yesterday, October l8 as to how the weapons could find their way 
into the prison" (23) and it has remained unclear to the present 
day* A special investigation committee has been formed in order to 
clarify this mystery*
ake the thought more plausible that the weapons
smuggled into the prison somehow, 
of astonishing finds in the cells of these and other imprisoned 
"terrorists":

n

ii

n

it

floor of the prison in Stammhei
served as a storage room, for books among other things* 
Baader, Jan Carl Raspe and Gudrun Ensslin had access to this 
until the ’Kontaktsperre* which was last occupied by the 

’til August 12*" (26)

October 22:
"In terrorist cell, explosives discovered! In the prison tract 

, 270 grams of
• * * The cell in the 

was not occupied recently

Jan Carl Raspe’s cell tuned to the first station of the Southern 
German radio network. The radio was hidden behind the bed rolled 
up in a pullover. It is now clear how the prisoners heard about the 
freeing of the Lufthansa hostages inspite of the Kontaktsperre." (25)

where the Baader-Meinhof terrorists are imprisoned 
explosives were found behind the skirting boards 
seventh 
but had 
Andreas
cell up
Baader-«-Meinhof prisoner Helmut Pohl from July 6

October 20:
"According to the public prosecutor’s office, a "Sanyo’’ 

transistor radio, the size of the palm of the hand, was found in
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October 24:
’’Also razorblades in Baader-building. The thorough searching of 

the Baader-Meinhof tract in the seventh floor of the prison in
Stuttgart-Stammhei , in which the anarachists Andreas Baader, Gudrun
Ensslin and Jan Carl Raspe took their lives on Tuesday, was continued 
throughout the weekend* During those searches, once again, a Hole
under the wash basin was found in 
razorblades and a putty-like mass

flifone cell, in which a stomach pump, 
were hidden.” (27)

ini radio and headphones were found inin Stuttgart-Stammhei ft u

ft

11

has 
an unoccupied cell in the 
found.” (29)

October 27: 
”Radios also in Werl, Berlin

November 12:
”Explosives in terrorist tract in Stammheim. Explosives have 

again been found in the terrorist tract in the Stammheim prison. 
The public prosecutor’s office reported that a construction tea 
found 400 grams of explosives in a wall in 
prison. In addition, three detonators were

and Frankfurt in terrorist cells 
discovered in controls on October l8. After the discovery of pistols, 
explosives and a transistor radio in the Baader-Meinhof prison tract 

• aterrorist cells in Werl, Frankfurt and Berlin.” (28)

in Sta

-weapon and

*

found in the

If

IfIf
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occupied, Helmut 
(This was a Colt,

Croissant, the ex-Baader-Meinhof-lawyer

November 22: 
’’Tools disappeared during renovations

in cell wall. In this cell, which was not recently
July 6 to August 12.” (3l)

munition discovered

small loudspeaker 
in a neon light on 
the Stuttgart- 

According to the Ministry of Justice in Stammheim, 
ight have been used to send and receive morse code.”

November 23s
’’Pistol found in Stammheim

On September l4,
hidden in a package of coffee filters in Andreas Baader's 
he was
after the deaths at Stammheim that one could almost think that 
’’discovery” was part of a well-planned ’’suicide”.

_________________ _ A
without an electrical connection was found hidden 
Monday in the section of imprisoned terrorists at 
Stammheim prison.
the loudspeaker 

’ (34)
19779 & Minox Camera was suprisingly discovered 

ge oi coffee niters in Andreas Baader’s cell after 
oved to a new cell. This discovery was so often mentioned 

this

Pohl had done time fro38 caliber - a weapon used by the police!) (32)
November 24:

”A razorblade hungin Croissant’ cell• Several

In May and
June of this year, packages of cement were lying about in the common 
hall during the construction work being done on the cells. The 
aader-Meinhof prisoners had contact with the construction workers and 
also inquired as to how to 
screwdriver and possibly a crowbar) disappeared for a short time and 
re-appeared in an easily visible corner after a prison guard explained 
to the prisoners that all cells would be turned upside down if the 
tools didn’t turn up again.” (30)

December 6:
’’Again a discovery in a cell at Stammhei

________ razorblades have unexplainably found their way into the closely watched cell of 
, now imprisoned in Stammhei 

.... On Saturday, Croissant had discovered a razorblade hanging on 
a nail in a cupboard in his cell and he immediately informed the 
prison guards of his find. A speaker for the court said: ’Croissant’s 
cell had previously been searched by the best security specialists 
in Stammheim*.....After the discovery, the cell was thoroughly 
searched again and another three razorblades were
drainage pipe from the toilet.” (33)

ix cement. One day, tools (plyers, a
II
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That, my 
suicides

colleagues 
of the

roof. What is said in the

became known through the mass
These discoveries see

worker who worked on building the prison at Stammheim:
coverfes in Stammhei■

i 1 f

the fundaments to the 
hiding places in the walls

The walls of 
600 class concrete! That

The concrete
uch that one could put a hole in 

The only possibility 
aader-

to be rather astonishing for a construction 
■As the dis-

edia, I couldn’t
help thinking that I had been there as a concrete layer the whole 
time during the building of the prison fro

edia, ?
(slits and holes behind the beams) is simply a lie
the cells are built out of massive I
600 kilograms of cement to one cubic meter of sand
is cristal hard* I doubt very
this concrete with cutlery or something • similar
would be to use explosives or a press hammer.
ust be considered, when one speaks about the 

Meinhof people*" (35)

II

11

11

II

II

I!

«

ust

the searches that

II

II

II II

II

the public 
the cells,

At any rate, the press is trying hard to 
the weapons for the "suicides" 
if it can’t be explained as to how 
admittance, the prisoners

This knowledge

that
even
find
tools for their suicides
for the lawyers to continue to follow the theory as though one 
should doubt that suicide was the case. It is to be said, however, 
that the lawyers’ agitation is not particularly extensive. They know 
very well, that they’ve got nothing to support their theory." (36) 
But perhaps the lawyers are somewhat reluctant to reduce their 
scepsis towards the suicide theory on the grounds of these discoveries 
in various prison cells. After all, no lawyer or any other "objective" 
person, for that matter, was present at any one of 
lead to these spectacular finds.

convince
were smuggled into

"If camera and radio could 
ust have known how to procure the 

ake it very difficult

SHOT IN THE BACK OF THE HEAD

"Andreas Baader died fro shot in the neck
ers above the hairline which exited

through the forehead, so that one can speak of a 
straight trajectory, that runs slanted from the 
base of the neck up." (37) Is it possible that 
Andreas Baader could have shot himself in the
back of his own head with a 7*65 caliber pistol
- one with a strong recoil - in such a way that
the trajectory could run fro the base of the
neck through the head and out at the forehead 
in a straight path?

WHY THREE SHOTS ?
Andreas

II

tl

cell. One shot was 
another, which had 

was lying on the floor. (38) Why three 
It was first suggested that Baader wanted to signal to the

Monday to Tuesday, the guards, 
didn’t notice any- 

e as a surprise, since the cells

Three shots were found in Andreas Baader’s
lodged in the wall, another in the mattress and
gone through Baader’s head,
shots?
others. But "during the night fro
who were posted about 15 meters irom the cells, 
thing particular. This shouldn’t co 
were equipped with soundproofing." (39) But if the guards didn’t 
hear anything how could the prisoners have heard the "signal"? 
So why three shots?
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GUNPOWDER TRACES ON BAADER'S RIGHTHAND

II

II

II

As a rule,
the trigger of a pistol
Cited fro
in Spiegel:
of the corpse
shot.(40) Baader's
handed! Of course,
the back of his own head with his right hand 
could have been guided onto the trigger of a 
at the back of his head*

traces of gunpowder remain on the hand that presses 
These traces can be chemically identified, 

the parts of the autopsy report which have been published 
’’Traces of gunpowder were to be found on the right hand 

Baader's as well as on the entrance wound of the 
other, however, swears that her son was left- 

a left-handed Baader could have shot himself in 
, or his right hand 
firing pistol aimed

NO GUNPOWDER TRACES ON RAS PE'S

RIGHT HAND - NOT ON HIS LEFT HAND El THER

Jan Carl Raspe

II

at 7:41 
odd time

"Raspe’s corpse [jrhich was discovered 
as he was to be served breakfast - what an
to be serving breakfast, especially if you consider 
how punctually German institutions usually functio^j 
• •• shows a trajectory from a shot entering at the 
and going through the front brain area. The exist-
here as well.1’ (41) Nowhere is there It ention of gun
powder traces on Raspe's hands in the parts of the 
autopsy reports which have been released. On whose 
hands should the gunpowder traces be, if not on Raspe * s?

« SUICIDE* ATTEMPT WITH A BREAD AND BUTTER KNIFE

In an interview with Mr. Heldmann, Baader’s lawyer, the follow
ing was reported about the weapon assumed to be the one tfiich brought 
about the wounds to Irmgard Moller’s body:

"Question: According to official reports, 
she is supposed to have stabbed herself in 
the area of the heart with a bread knife. 
What kind of knife was this?
Heldmann; This knife was lying in the cell, 
when I was allowed in for observation in the 
afternoon of October l8. It was a normal table
knife, like those in canteens, in cafeterias, 
rounded off at the end with a little wavey 
cutting edge. One with which you butter bread.
Question: So it would be practically impossible
to stab oneself in the chest four times with
such a knife?
Heldmann: A 
decide that

II edical report 
" (42)

will have to
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Mrs
whonow, that she heard two explosive-like sounds in the 
early morning hours, at around 4:00 AM and 4:30 AM 

sound, as it someone was pushingand a scrapping 
a cupboard.
Question: Could 
Heldmann: Miss.

And how does Irmgard Moller account for her stab wounds and for 
the deaths of her three friends?

"Heldmann: Irmgard Moller told her lawyer, 
Jutta Bahr-Jendges, the only person with 
she has been allowed to speak up until

aader and Raspe 
" (43)

that have been shots?
Moller only brought these sounds

in connection with the possibility of shots 
later, after she heard that
had supposedly shot themselves

4

IIBut how could Irmgard Moller have heard sounds at all? 
Her cell was soundproof. Had the door to her cell been opened? 
If so, why was the door to her cell open?

"Question: Shortly after that, according to press 
reports, she lost consciousness. Can you say, 
how this happened?

niN

n

Heldmann: Ir gard Moller has said, she felt
how she became faint and this feeling was connected 
with a whirling feeling in her head. It can’t be 
said at this time, what caused the unconsciousness." (44)

It

11

n

According to a press report on 
October 25, 1977 fro
Irmgard Moller has assured her 
lawyer that she did not attempt 
suicide, that she did not stab 
herself four times in the chest

Irmgard Moller

MEDIC AMEN TS ? WHA T MEDICAMENTS ?

11 II

II

If

II

Justice Minister Bender reported in a press conference on 
October l8 that "three of the prisoners were last seen at approx 
11:00 PM by prison personnel during distribution of
(Gudrun Ensslin apparently didn’t
quently was last seen at approx.
the cause of Irmgard Moller’s faintness,
consciousness has been found!

Wrong: "no traces of violence and also no traces of pharma
ceuticals have been found that would have been traceable in the 
organs had the prisoners been anaesthetized". (46) Medicaments 
received but no traces found?

edicament s • ’’ (45) 
need any medicaments and conse- 
4:00 PM.) Perhaps theanswer as to 

whirling head and loss of•4CD

Perhaps the edica had already deco
of the recipients since the autopsy was carried out 
the afternoon. Unavoidable or convenient?

in the bodies 
so late in



Perhaps it is possible that some newly developed drugs don’t 
leave any traces in the body. "In Bonn, special groups in the 
Ministry of Interior affairs, the Ministry of Justice and the 
Chancellor’s Office are working on study cases. Totally new ideas, 
exciting inspirations, are being seriously considered: Israeli and 
English interrogation specialists are able to extract all the know
ledge that a prisoner has through the use of psyco-pharmaceuticals• 
These psyco-pharmaceuticals do not cause personality changes.” (47) 
Who can say what other ’’wonder drugs” have been developed and used?

11

AND WHAT ABOUT THE TIME OF DEATH ?

If

II

11nit

H

It

If

Joachim Mallach, ^xw^wx «the University of TubingenJ
a helicopter,
until 4 PM,
... For that reason Mallach ... didn’t desire to
concerning the time of death.” (48) But in an interview,

Mallach explains that he hasn’t received the orders to establish 
the time of death. The data necessary to determine the time of 
death has been recorded and has been sent to Stuttgart. Fro
data he would be able to establish the time of death to within
1-2 hours as soon as the orders are given. (49)

However, at a later date (December 6) Mallach
it wasn’t possible to establish the exact time of death
same report: ”the earliest possible time of death for Miss 
has been determined to be between 1:15 AM and 1:25 AM and for Baader 
between 0:15 AM and 2:15 AM. The difference in the time intervals

Director of the Institute for Legal Medicine at 
was picked up at 9 AM in Tubingen with 

he and his'colleagues couldn’t begin with the autopsy 
since they had to wait for the arrival of the lawyers, 

ake any statements 
Prof.

’’The determination of the time of death has been made much more difficult due to the fact that although he ^Professor Hans- 
Joachi

• H * F

is due to the different ways in which the bodies stiffened. The 
experts answered the question if it was possible that the deaths 
could have occured at 6 AM with yes.” (50)

MORE CURIOSITIES--

A PERFECT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

II

11

According to press reports, the four prisoners at Sta 
’’committed suicide” or ’’attempted to do so” directly after they 
heard that the hostages, which were to be used in exchange for 
their release, in the Lufthansa plane in Mogadischu had been freed
in a 11 anoeuvre by the German GSG-9 special police unit. This theory
assumes that the prisoners have had contact with the world
outside their cells and with each other in order to have received

II H

I’

ll

11

Germany. In fact,
who had studied electronics while in prison, 
able to build a perfect communication syste 
short time, right under the eyes of his guards 
wires to the special tract which were under the plaster 
disconnected fro 
a radio network for the comrades out of the remains.” (55)

the news of the
this contact,
’’radio information fro
the wall (52),
All of these suggestionsare rather absurd since the cells were 
soundproof and on either side of each occupied cell was at least 
one empty cell. It was then reported that a small transistor radio 
was found on Tuesday, October 19, in Raspe’s cell. Suddenly, it 

was discovered that lots of ’’suspected terrorists had transistor 
radios” (54) in prisons all over West Germany. In fact, Raspe,

had ’’obviously been
for his group in a

After the radio
, were 

the rest of the network in the prison, Raspe built

manoeuvre in Mogadischu. The first efforts to explain 
despite the ’’Kontaktsperre” came in the form of:

neighbours” (51), signals by knocking on 
morse contact (53), shots fired by Baader (see p.7)*



MOLLER

ENSSLIN

BAADER

\ I \

F’ I

kL.

Six weeks 
as to how this 
together?

later, the * inalII police
network functioned and the

had figured out the 
following story was

details 
pieced

”0n the day of the Schleyer kidnapping, on
1977» the prison electrician, Franz

Halouska,..., entered Irmgard Moller’s cell* In 
carrying out his orders, he disconnected an electric
outlet next to the door fro II the rest of the network
- a special outlet, since the wires lead fro this
outlet to the outlets in Gudrun Ensslin’s cell and in

II

Andreas Baader’s cell, fro 
hear programs from the prison’s radio network with 
earphones,
nesdays,

After Halouska’s visit,

11

h jc a iji y t <Lt J1!

nected this outlet, and so she and also Gudrun Ensslin 
and Andreas Baader, were able to hear the prison’s own 
radio network (even after the ’Kontaktsperre*) and 
thus could hear the current news about the Schleyer 
kidnapping. Irmgard Moller had her earphones for this 
purpose hidden in a hole under the wash basin. fWhere 
are the earphones that Gudrun Ensslin and Andreas 
Baader used? Perhaps they had such good hearing that
they just had to put their ears to the outlet in order 
to hear the radio?!

After the suicides Stammhei an expert fro
the post office in Stuttgart discovered: the prisoners 
Ensslin, Baader and Moller had used the radio network
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Iftransistor radio 
made hi

the 
he couldn’t take part in 

Ensslin and Moller*

he had a "Sanyo" 
of the hand, that

wires after progra
over .the amplifier in their record players through the icrophone which Raspe likely had built* C,But their 
record players were removed on September 6f] As a 
source of power, they had used electricity either fro 
the electric outlet or from 6 volt batteries, which 
every prisoner was allowed to buy in unlimited numbers 
for transistor radios and tape recorders* ...

Since Raspe’s cell No. 716 was separated fro
radio circuit by a staircase,
the conversations between Baader, 
Raspe communicated with Baader over the wires for electric 
razors, through which electricity ran only twice a day 
for one hour and in between functioned as a good signal 
carrier. »•

Besides that, Raspe was well prepared:
, the size of the pal 

tn independent of the prison radio network." (56)
A stretch of the imagination, 

Too big?
certainly. But how big a stretch?

THREE MYSTERIOUS LETTERS

Gudrun Ensslin

On Monday, October 17, Gudrun Ensslin
requested to speak with two clergymen. The
purpose of her request was expressed in a 
letter, which the clergymen later wrote to 
Gudrun Ensslin's parents: "The request

your daughter for us was that in her

ake certain that theseII

cell were three letters that were meant for 
the head of the Chancellor’s office. These 
letters are in a file entitled "Lawyer". 
She asked us to
letters reach their destination." (57) 
The Head of the Chancellor’s Office, how
ever, denies ever seeing the three letters

Gudrun Ensslin. "These letters don’texist" said
government

Bolling, 
(58) speaker for the

LITTLE GRAINS OF SAND

0

te fro

IIII

fl

on, practically new shoes, 
Baader was well-known for

yself. This seemed especially 
striking for the pathologists from Vienna and Zurich, 
who were observing the autopsy, and the one from 
Vienna asked an officer while I was there, 
does the sand co _ ' ■

Lawyer Heldmann, who was present at the autopsy of Baader’s 
corpse, reports:

"Heldmann: There is one fact with Baader, which
has remained fully unclarified up until now.
Baader had hard shoe
which he never wore, ~~~ . *—— -
his tennis shoes^] On the soles,was a thick
layer of light, fine-grained sand. “2
just single grains,
clinging to them.
Question: Did you see this yourself? •
Heldmann: I saw that

refused to answer.
Question; How do you explain this?
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the court- 
where Baader wasn't allowed any

th© covered roof where the prisoners
Heldmann: This sand can’t have come fro 
yard in Stammheim,
way, nor fro had their exercise period, since this is covered 
with cement. One should investigate the question
that was brought up in the Greek newspaper "Eleft- 
erotipia” on October 21, which refers to arabic 
sources: was Baader possibly brought to Mogadischu

ake the airplane hijackers think thatin order to 
an exchange was to take place.” (59)

f I

4

Strangely enough, there has been no mention of these little 
grains of sand in reports of the autopsy which have appeared in 
the daily newspapers. Perhaps they forgot to include that part, 
whether it be accidentally or on purpose.

MURDER OR SUICIDE ?

II11

III! 11

In the press reports of the
that "no evidence has been found
But a lack of evidence contradicting suicide 
evidence were in fact lacking - doesn’t automatically mean that 
it was suicide. Murder or suicide? A difficult question 
searching for the answer to this question, one
important repressive governmental 
with the Schleyer-kidnapping and the deaths at Sta

autopsy results, it is stated 
that contradicts suicide”. (60) 

even if this
But in 

must not overlook 
easures that have appeared 

hei

A NEW FORM OF TERROR - AGAINST THE PRISONERS

II

II

II

1I

11If

11

II

eans of 
hopelessness; they organized

prisoner is to be made even
his lawyer 
consisting of 
ake the acoust- 

(65) One

ex-Baader-Meinhof-lawyer,
after being deported fro 

, due 
any prisoners

Constant surveillance. A

Not only have Gudrun Ensslin’s,
Raspe’s deaths been presented in the
out a shadow of a doubt,
being a new form of terror in guerrilla tactics 
insidiousness so far,
murder” (6l) said Maihofer,
Affairs o
Heinz Kuhn
is:

Andreas Baader's and Jan Carl 
mass edia as suicides with-

their ’’suicides” have been portrayed as 
’’One can push

that one can make one's own death look like
the Federal Minister for Internal

The explanation for the "insidiousness”, as expressed by 
, Minister President for the State of Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

"Baader, Ensslin and Raspe didn'tresort to death as a
escape from consequences and fro
their own suicide with diabolical speculation in order to escalate 
the terror onto a new and even bigger level.* (62) And this was no 
isolated opinion. "The
use of the method of s
ical and murderous fight against our state and its order" (63) 
stated Bolling , the official government speaker.

This theory - "suicide" as a new guerrilla tactic - is being 
used to justify new "precautions” being introduced in the prisons 
"Klaus Croissant,
Stuttgart-Stammhei
surveillance around the clock
And this applies to
suicide"
the prisoner.

And now the isolation for the
more complete. The prisoner is to be separated fro
during visits by "a pane of Plexi-glas and a syste
four layers of wire netting. The wire netting is to
ical understanding between lawyer and client possible"
of the very few human contacts which the prisoner has is to be de
humanized. And that in the name of security - to prevent the lawyers 
from smuggling objects to the prisoners.

In addition, the lawyers' dossiers are to be handed over to 
an officer before the visit, who will look through them to see if

now imprisoned in
France, is under 

to danger of suicide." (64) 
who are in danger of "committing 
new form of terror - terror for

I
II

II



FREEDOM OF THOUGHT- BUT NOT EXPRESSION
9

’•Every person has clai 11 to freedom of thought 
of the European Convention of Human Rights 
is no longer possible to express these thoughts 
incidents connected with the deaths at Stammhei

” - Article 9 
But in West Germany, it 

♦ The following two 
tn verify this.

FUNERAL SERVICES

11

if

ifif

if

On Thursday, October 27, Gudrun Ensslin, Jan Carl Raspe and 
Andreas Baader were hurried at the Dornhalder Cemetery in Stuttgart * 
Over 1000 people came to take part in the funeral services. ’’Some 
of the guests appeared disguised and had pulled scarves, big ker
chiefs and hats over their faces.” (67) Disguised? This wasn’t a 
masquerade party but a funeral! Why disguised? ’’All those who took

, had to undergo exact identity and
1000 policemen were on duty for this 

”A total of 
passed the control stations 

were controlled over radio with the 
The police identified the names of

part in the funeral services
automobile controls. Approx, 
manoeuvre.” (68) A ratio of 1 policeman for each guest!
1200, mostly young guests at the funeral 
near the cemetery. Most of the 
help of the police data bank.
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brochure 
Welt a

1977* one day after explosives 
which she

Sonntag. December 11, 1977s"The police in Bremen confiscated
800 leaflets yesterday, in which doubts about the suicides of 
the terrorists Andreas Baader, Jan Carl Raspe, Gudrun Ensslin 
and Ingrid Schubert were expressed,” (Ingrid Schubert was found 
dead in her cell on November 12, 
had apparently been discovered in a cell in Stammhei 
had previously occupied. Another so-called "suicide”,)

15
1200 guests. 630 automobiles with German number plates and 20 with 
foreign number plates were also registered, According to the police 
through these controls,
resisted, 
everywhere

♦unsuccessfully
--— -- - Cameras were 
which th^police used to photo

No, not a 
it is necessary

against which 200 to 300 had
’valuable information’ had been won.’’ (69)

, including a video camera,
graph all the guests as they left the cemetery. (70)
asquerade party but .a funeral in West Germany where

to come disguised - if you dare to come at all.
As the long parade of people were leaving the cemetery, a 

police car drove into the back of the parade, injuring some of the 
guests. As others tried to defend themselves, policemen rode into 
the crowd with horses and began beating with their clubs. Twenty 
people were arrested and taken in police wagons to the police station 
A spontaneous demonstration was formed to 
The police constantly attempted to provoke the
like,
of armed policemen appeared and began beating the n
1

march to the police station, 
archers with comments 

”Do something, we’re waiting for you ”. Suddenly, a bus full 
archers <th their 

eter long clubs. Another 40 - 45 people were arrested. (71)
It is no longer possible to attend a funeral for three dead 

prisoners in West Germany; it is no longer possible to express 
sentiment for three dead prisoners in West Germany. In the eyes of 
the authorities, those who do so are automatically sympathizers and 
consequently identify with the guerrilla. Sympathizers
criminals, and are treated as such.

Prohibition of expression continues. Just as this
was to be printed, the following news item appeared in
Sonntag. December 11
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•4who are 
ones

, she told me 
a suicide was

convinced that 
She was always afraid that she would be 

even in the case of being liberated and going

PASTOR ENSSLIN
’’The public prosecturor ’ s office in Stuttgart has begun

on the grounds of ’defaming the state’ and ’injurous 
the 

Ensslin is supposed to have re-

that.it might end that way
absolutly out of the question
just as the others fro
always took responsibility for their deeds 

making short work of her, 
in fact. That’s why I think

mmit suicide but that she was 
TheChurch administration in Stuttgart has also begun

many years. Through 
But she had never broken off 

even when we were of totally different 
I myself was once very naive,

must fight : I a

uttering such insinuations and suppositions.” (72)
Here is what Pastor Ensslin told the Italian newspaper:

’’’Gudrun had always shocked us, for
every step which she took
the contact with us,
opinions about some problems
But now I believe that I
she was murdered
murdered,
out of the country.After the death of Ulrike LMeinhof_]

And, for her,
Gudrun had never lied,

m the RAF have never lied; they
The others,

they tell lies, big 
, *** * - that the three letters,

which Gudrun told the prison pastors about on Monday and 
whose existence is now questioned, really do exist.

•4

II

father of

that.it


I think the government really doesn’t know anything

Perhaps the killer had done

’Bild’

(I • II l I!J I

I I

I I

91

11
a

says,
a bad job on her 
And they advise us to give up and to keep silent 
thing is so perfect, that it really reminds ipe of National 
Socialis 
it

in some parts. Many don’t know anything about 
Others don’t want to hear about it; they don’t want 

to be disturbed in their comfort, they have their 
newspaper, the sport of hunting the special offers in 
the department stores, .Springer [^publisher of the 
won, after ten years

their holidays and the lottery, •ild’ newspape^| has actually 
And the fronts have hardened on

and we will probably never learn the truth 
oment, it is important to remember what Irmgard Moller 

and she is also no lier
But they all say nothing about that. 

Every-

At the present
II

both sides
•xx-xwxx:-:

Gudrun Ensslin’s Parents at the Funeral

who

one another

often wrote

to open

II

If

• I

II

II

II

of the RAF members are
Many of us will go to the

, the atmosphere

I 
to

Many parents of RAF
as their children, but only a few - mostly high public 
figures - have totally disowned their children. I receiv 
letters and telephone calls from people who want to show 
their solidarity with me and that
But an acquaintance of ours, 
tailors, lost her job,

, not only out of pity, 
worked as a sewer at a 

after she contradicted the suicide 
version oh Tuesday as the others mentioned the deaths of
Baader and the others. Within a few days
in the shop became unbearable and then she was fired. 

In this difficult situation, which we are presently 
in, the parents and relatives
trying to support
funeral tomorrow.She Qiudrun] didn’t think

unaware. We
, I have begun to study,
to find out the Cause of
claims,

eant bad, but she thought
each other. After ten

to learn again. If one really 
terrorism, as the govern- 

then one has to go back a long way in the
rmany. I have tried to grasp this,

y eyes to this fact and I think I have been at least 
partly successful.’” (73)

Need more be said?
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edia, the possi- 
urder could be considered. We will likely never be

In the reports about the events at Stammhei , so many con
tradictions have come to the surface that, aside from the suicide 
theory widely spread and supported by the
bility 6f
able to solve the mysteries that occured in the night of October
17 and the morning of October l8, nor will we be able to say with 
certainty what happened during the six weeks before this night 
while the prisoners were, due to the ’’Kontaktsperre”, alone at 
the mercy of the state, but we can speculate about the following 
questions, should it have been murder and not suicide:

What could have been the political motivation for
a

2
3* who could have

II

Why should this time have been chosen?
Who could have been responsible for and 
carried out the

WHY?

into

hei and other

11•4

II

II

IIII

II

11

It
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iimore attempts at liberating the 
the well-known and influential German historian,

have earned with their brutal deeds.’ And in answer 
’And what if a prisoner dies?’ Rebmann said, ’that 
thing, but it would be the consequence which has 
to them and their lawyers and which is clear to

have come 
the liberation 
action of the 

Then came the kidnapping 
Peter Lorenz in 

the 
in 1975i the hi-

armed groups in West Germany 
main activities has been 

The first political

for better conditions of imprisonment in the summer of 1977» 
climate was produced in the mass
ulation asked in a questionnaire supported the government’s hard
line policy of not giving in to the demands of the prisoners and 
preferred to let the prisoners starve to death. The Federal 
Sollicitor General, Kurt Rebmann, said ”’I know that the population 
is not at all interested if these people go on hunger and thirst 
strikes. The population wants that these people be hit hard just 
as hard as they
to the question
is always a bad
been made clear
them. The conditions of imprisonment don’t justify such a strike; 
they are doing very well considering the circumstances.’” (7^) 

Shortly before Schleyer’s kidnapping, the CDU/CSU wanted to 
bring in a proposal to legally regulate this matter, a law to 
prohibit forced feeding of prisoners on a hunger strike. This 
would turn the only instrument that the prisoners have to fight 
against their isolation i
’’final solution” to the problem.

If there are no more political prisoners, there can be no
This was clearly expressed by 

Golo Mann, in

’’Bewegung 2. Juni” 
The shooting of

II

II

II

II

ii
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WHY NOW ?

solve the proble

Not only

%

WHO?

*

11
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a news progra
Stammhei turn those terrorists sentenced on grounds of

such a possible 
”whoH and "how”

so.'" (75) -ention the 
such

of Mogadischu
the
have led to
The reaction abroad was
but this would have been the case nochosen .

And further, if the prisoners had actually been taken 
to Mogadischu in order to trick the hijackers, then it would 
have been necessary to kill the

on television the evening before the deaths at 
were discovered: ’’The mo

badly damaged the 
it seems illogical that murder with

While the speculations as to the political background for the question as to 
more explicitly.

uent can come in which one must 
urder which one 

has in his control into hostages by depriving them of the laws of 
peace time and placing them under 
in ’’Panorama”)

murder remain rather abstract,
can be discussedIt is known through the recent exposures about the CIA (and 

this certainly applies to other secret service agencies in the 
western world as well) that murder is a regular part of the work 
of this agency
Bissell,
actions involving
is nothing unusual
’executive .action' ’without a doubt’ or ’
made by the agency itself
stated, that it was nothing unusual
agency and an important part of its
ferent sorts of potential before it was known if they could be 
used at all and if so, to what end and how. ’The daily work, 
of a secret service agency, which enlists agents, is

However, even inside the CIA, one must ’’never
word 'murder'”. (76) Many reports about the work of the CIA,

The head of the CIA department, Special Operations, 
explained in his hearing to the Church Commission, that 

urder and the establishing of a ’’murder potential” 
’’Bissell explained, that the potential of the 

ost likely’ was a decision 
In the first hearing he had already

It was a usual practice in the 
ission was to establish dif-

could be bathing in the glory 6f the greatest political 
and propaganda triumph over ’’terrorism”,

, that if prisoners are to be 
made to look like suicide or an accident

ii

The reaction - at home was
, but also to the

edia against "terroris
oretrather than less,support of governmental policies 

someWhat negative, 
atter what time had been

The deaths of the prisoners at Sta
image of West Germany. Thus,
these negative political consequences just when West Germany

1

the triumph of Mogadischu. 
murdered,

An accident
, especially

m prison. If a ’’suicide” is to 
otive. A

the failure of the liberation 
ust not forget that these prisoners never

But it must not be ‘forgotten
it
with these prisoners would have been totally unbelievable
under the conditions in the Stammhei

, then there has to be a plausible
in this case exists, of course
attempt. However, one
before attempted to commit suicide inspite of several such liber
ation attempts in the past five years.

ust there be a motive for ”suicide”, the ’’suicide” 
must cause as little political reaction as possible - both at home 
and abroad. What better time could have been picked for such 
’’suicides” than one where West Germany was glorified all over the 
world for the ’’Blitz” action in Mogadischu? What could have served 
better to overshadow these ’’suicides” at Stammheim?

inimal not only due to the ’’triumph” 
onths of constant propaganda in 
”• In fact the deaths at Stammheim

It■
It

II11
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Bay
assist in the tracking down of Guevara
from the Army's
the Canal Zone to train Bolivian
counterinsurgency operations.

The Clandestine Services were obsessed with Guevara, 
He was in part a constant

murders by the CIA are not always
, Trujille, Castro or

They are often leaders of revolutionary groups or guerrilla 
in countries all over the world.
was the case with Che Guevara:
"More agency 'advisors' including Cuban veterans of the 
of Pigs adventure, were soon dispatched to Bolivia to

A team of experts
Special Forces was sent to La Paz from 

'rangers' in the art of

19
as those in Philip Agee's book, Inside the Company, CIA Diary, 
show that the actions of the CIA and of other secret service agencies 
too, concerning murder are made to look like accidents, suicides, 
fights between rival organizations etc.

The targets for such
important government figures such as Die 
Lumumba•
ovements

This

and even somewhat fearful of hi
and irritating reminder of their failure in the Cuban 
operation. Unable to vent their frustrations and anger 
against those U.S. officials who had undercut that desper
ate effort, and incapable of gaining direct retribution 
by destroying Fidel himself or his Soviet and Chinese 
allies, the CIA’s Clandestine Services were left to brood 
over their failure - until Guevara exposed himself. In so 
doing he presented himself to the CIA as an inviting 
target; his capture or death would provide some
of revenge for past failures.

During the summer of 1967» while the agency’s
special opp experts were assisting the Bolivian army in 
hunting down Guevara ••••••• It was only a matter of 
time until Che would be run to ground.” (77)
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Mar- 
death 
to 
been 
pene-

easures to stamp out aerial piracy
when officials of the State Department

and the
Within a few days, on October 8, 

andeered 
ercial airliner with 49 people

and after a refueling stop in Guyana, forced the 
Neither the CIA nor the other 

government which had advance warning 
oved to stop the chime fro

The intelligence 
forwarded to CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia 

there sent on an ’eyes only’ basis to Henry

being 
although at that time the official policy of

the 
more than a month 
security forces in

*...And this was also the case with Carlos Marighella: 
In early October, 1969, the CIA learned through a

secret agent that a group of radicals was about to hijack 
a plane in Brazil and escape to Cuba
was
and fro
Kissinger at the White House and top officials of the
State Department, the Defense Department,
National Security Agency
the same radical identified in the CIA report co 
at gunpoint a Brazilian co
aboard,
pildt to fly to Havana
agencies of the U.S
of the radicals’ plans
committed,
the United States - as enunciated by the President - was
to take all possible

Afterwards,
questioned their colleagues in the CIA on why preventive 
easures had not been taken to abort the hijacking,

agency’s clandestine operators delayed
before responding. During the interim,
Brazil succeeded in breaking up that country’s principal 
revolutionary group and killing its leader, Carlos
ighella. Shortly after the revolutionary leader's

on November 4, the CIA informally passed word back 
the State Department noting that if any action had
taken to stop the October skyjacking, the agency’s 
tration of the radical movement might have been exposed 
and Marighella's organization could not have been destroyed 
While it was never quite clear whether the agent who
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alerted the clandestine operators to the hijacking had 
also fingered Marighella, that was the impression the 
CIA tried to convey to the State Department.” (78)
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urders at Stammhei 
urder took place at all at Stammheim 

heim weren’t suicides,
were directed against U.S* imperialis

ovement - namely the guerrilla - within

ents and secret services in the
officially stated. ’’Two
who were, among other things, engaged in fighting terror in 
Northern Ireland, were also active in freeing the hostages in 
Mogadischu.” (80) Perhaps the co-operation went further than 
officially stated.

It would be just as difficult to prove that the CIA or any 
as it would

But if 
then the involvment of

other secret service took part in
be to prove that a
the deaths at Sta
the CIA is very likely since there is no doubt that the RAF actions

, that the prisoners who died
at Stammheim were responsible for the attacks on U.S. military 
buildings in 1972 and that secret service agencies in Germany 
controlled by, built up by and dependent on the CIA, would never 
have been able to carry out such an action without the knowledge 
of the CIA at least 
would not be
agency itself 
it have been

these two it is clear that the CIA works together with the 
jovernments of other countries in order to 

The CIA has stations in almost 
’’the German station was (and is) the CIA’s largest

The decision for such a specific action
ade at a government level but in the secret service 
It is clear,' however, that such a decision, should 

made, could not have taken place without the general 
consent of the government, 
long before, even if only in the for

fl
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however, that such a decision
could not have taken place without the 

a consent which might have been given 
of passive consent.
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all over West Germany, among 
ahr-Jendges and Hans-Heinz4

Letters and resolutions in support of an International 
Commission should be sent to:

embers of the Commission

Rechtsanwalte Reinhard Zimmermann
Manfred Nagel II
Gregor Beckers
Rudiger Deckers
Wolfgang Heiermann
Lutz Eisel
Bahnhofsplatz 9
4630 Bochu
West Germany

Approx* 200 lawyers from
them Otto Schily, Jutta 
Heldmann, have signed the following statement:
"We support the demand that an International Commission 
be founded to investigate the circumstances of the 
deaths of the Stuttgart-Stammheim prisoners, Andreas 
Baader, Gudrun Ensslin and Jan Carl Raspe and the 
injuries to Irmgard Moller* The Commission
the right to investigate the circumstances of death 
and the prison conditions, in particular, the right and 
possibility to question the guards at the prison, the 
officers of the Federal Criminal Department, represent
atives of the Prosecutor’s Office and the judges at 
Stuttgart as well as the defense and the other prisoners 
in Stuttgart.
It
eet the approval of the lawyers of the four prisoners."
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